Atmospheric Diffusion
Most analyses of the atmospheric transport of radioactive materiaL following a nuclear accident empl~y the ~ell known' formula obtained by Sutton by, an approximate integration of the basic instantaneous point source expression which he pr6posed (l~~). The calculations described ,here were designed to examine the accuracy of the steady state Sutton formula and to investigate the effect of a time varying source on the validi.ty of the approximate: integral evaluation.
The concentration at a time t and a point x meters downwind, y meters crosswind, and z meters above the ground, from an instantaneous point source, of unit strength at x = Y = Q~ z = h at ,zero time is:
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u is the mean wind speed in the x direction and Cx' C y ' C z and m = 2 -n are parameters representing,the prevailing meteorological dispersion conditions.
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(1) (2 fs(t) might represent the decay of the pressure in a containment vessel following a loss-of-coolant accident. The rate of release of fission products depends , upon the volumetric flow rate from the vessel (which is governed by the internal pressure) as well as the rate of radioactive decay. The two functions must be separated because the radioactive decay continues to reduce the concentration while the puff is in transit from the source to a down-,
wind pOint; while fs(t) applies only to the source rate it"-~.,
self.
The concentration in the puff emitted at t' is decreased by decay in transit by the ratio fr(t' + x/U)/fr(t'). The downwind concentration at time t is obtained by int~gration "
In order to evaluate th~ integral, set w = (x/li)/(t-t').
Substitut~ng Eq. (1) in Eq. (2) 
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where
For times greater than the cloud transit time (t > x/ii)~ a more convenient form of Eq. (3) T·is the time in units of the transit time:
J ig is the function f [t -(x/ii)/wJ /f (t -xlii)., and gr is the s s s function fret -~ (~ -l)J/f r (t). For fret) = 1., t-:-b ., and e-A.rt,., g is:
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"-x t gr(w,T) ex:w,'tr r ( l/i'/ 1) r. An aqalytic approximation to F can be obtained because the value of the parameter A is, in general, quite small. Since A appears in the denominator of the last exponential in Eq. {ll), the integrand will be very small unless w ~ 1. Thus w can be set' equal to unity except where it appears subtracted from unity (i.e., the second term in the ·integrand ah §, iJil in the last expohen"cial are set, equal to unity),. The 1nt~t)r&1 1s .
divided into two ranges, l/T ~w ~ 1 and 1 ~ w ~~. The first exponential term is expanded in a power series about w = 1" and the time function is written as:
Equation (11) becomes:
where .. ':
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The remaining integrals can be treated ~imilarly. Carrying terms up to 1, = 4 in a l ,1, and a Z , 1, and j, =·3 in .the b integrals: of.n can be estimated by using the scaling suggested by Eq.
(15), in which F is a function of (mf.). For a given S, A, and n ~ 0.2, F is obtained from Fig. 2 by interpolating to the given A and a value ,of g equal to (2 -n)/1.8· times the actual value. Thus for A = 0.075, f. = 10, n = 0.5, interpolation in Fig. 2 at. f. = 8.35 gives F = 7.9; the value' -8-computed directly from Eq. (11) with n = 0.5 is 8.2
The correction factor F can be as large as several ---thousand, but only at distances so far from the centerline.
Ii that the concentration is still negligible .. The magnitude of the correction factor for realistic situations is illustrated by the following:
The Fig. 2 gives satisfactory results.
For a source with a half life considerably larger than the transit time, the correction factor F is very nearly equal to the steady state value" and the time variation of the downwind concentration is governed almost entirely by the factor . ,between the bracketed terms of Eq. (6).
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The source function ! f s (t, -x/u) implies that the downwind concentration at time t is the same as that from a steady source equal to ,the actual, /source strength at t -x/u.
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